Errata

(1) The authors requested the following correction. In the paper “Dietary Reference Intakes for Japanese 2010: Macrominerals” by Kazuhiro Uenishi, Yoshiko Ishimi, Kazutoshi Nakamura, Hiroko Kodama and Takatoshi Esashi [Vol. 59, S83–S90 (2013)], “The estimated average requirement (EAR) and the recommended dietary allowance (RDA) for adults ages 18 y and older were determined in calcium and magnesium” (in the Summary (p. S83, line 2–4)) should be “The estimated average requirement (EAR) and the recommended dietary allowance (RDA) were determined in calcium and magnesium”.

(2) The authors request the following corrections for their previously printed article entitled “Dietary Reference Intakes for Japanese 2010: Fat-Soluble Vitamins” by Kiyoshi Tanaka, Junji Terao, Yoshihiro Shidoji, Hiroshi Tamai, Eri Imai and Toshio Okano [Vol. 59, S57–S66 (2013)].

- p. S57, left column line 4: “carotenoids” should be “retinylesters”.
- p. S57, left column line 14: Insert “and” between “retinylesters” and “provitamin A”.
- p. S58, left column line 16: Insert “(DDR)” after “daily disposable rate”.
- p. S58, left column line 18: Delete “daily disposable rate (DDR)”.
- p. S58, right column line 5: Insert “RDA” before “= EAR×1.4”.
- p. S59, left column line 7: “men” and “women” should be “boys” and “girls”, respectively.